Prone position increases collapsibility of the passive pharynx in infants and small children.
On the basis of two observations that avoiding prone sleeping decreased incidence of sudden infant death syndrome and that obstructive sleep apnea is closely linked with the syndrome, we hypothesized that the prone position may increase upper airway collapsibility in infants and small children. Passive pharyngeal collapsibility of 19 infants and small children (10-101 weeks old) was examined in three postures: supine with face straight up, supine with neck rotated, and prone with neck rotated. The collapsibility was evaluated with the maximal distension of the most collapsible region, pharyngeal stiffness, and pharyngeal closing pressure, estimated from static pressure-area relationship of the passive pharynx. No significant changes in pharyngeal stiffness were detected; however, maximal distension was reduced in the prone position (mean +/- SD, 0.56 +/- 0.26 versus 0.44 +/- 0.20 cm(2); supine with face straight up versus prone position, p < 0.05). Pharyngeal closing pressure increased at neck rotation in the supine position (-4.5 +/- 2.4 versus -2.8 +/- 2.3 cm H(2)O; supine with face straight up versus supine with neck rotated, p < 0.05), and a further increase was observed in the prone position (-0.3 +/- 2.9 cm H(2)O, p < 0.05 versus supine with neck rotation). Pharyngeal closing pressure in the prone position was above atmospheric pressure in half of our subjects, whereas all subjects had negative pharyngeal pressure in the supine position. We conclude that the prone position increases upper airway collapsibility, although the mechanism is yet unclear.